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Դ͜ +BTDP ʮ̡ක೯ٙ 4QFDUSB.BOBHFS ழ᜗dਗ਼΢ $% ྡᗅʘ %BUB1JUDI
Ό數ᔷމ ON ܝdΎආ行ྡᗅ޴ಯd TNPPUI મ .FBOT.PWFNFOU ˙ج
̻ѩ  ᓃdආ行 ϣ f 

  ʱɿᅼᏝ
Դ͜ *OTJHIU** ආ行ʱɿᅼᏝྼ᜕d޼Ӻ不Ν %/" ҏ列ၾ 1U	EBDI

̙ঐ
ٙ CJOEJOH ᅼόdהϞྼ᜕ѩ׵ &4'' ɨආ行f
1U	EBDI

 ௅ʱ̋ɝ  ᄴ๓ኒʱɿ 	 ࡈ˥ʱɿ
 ܝd˸ %JTDPWFS ආ行
ঐ量௰ʃʷd TVNNBUJPONFUIPE މ OPDVUPGGT dண֛ޢཥ੬數 	EJFMFDUSJD
DPOTUBOU
 މ 	,
 dԴ͜ DPOKVHBUFHSBEJFOU ˙جరҬঐ量௰Эᓃd
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ண֛  ӉdDPOWFSHFODFLDBMNPM f
%/" ௅ʱ #GPSN ڋ֐ഐ࿴͟೻όʫܔ౤Զd̋ɝ  ᄴ๓ኒʱɿ 	
ࡈ˥ʱɿ
 ܝd˸ %JTDPWFS ආ行ঐ量௰ ʃ ʷ d T V N N B U J P O  N F U I P E މ B U P N 









ໄ׵ %/""5SJDI ʘ NJOPSHSPPWF ཫП
CJOEJOH ЗໄdΎ̋ɝ  ᄴ๓ኒʱɿ 	 ࡈ˥ʱɿ
 d˸ %JTDPWFS ආ
行ঐ量௰ʃʷdՉቱ參數ၾۃࠑ޴Νf

4VNNBUJPONFUIPE މᔊʷЗঐࠇၑٙ˙όdਗ਼ DVUPGG ˸̮ٙ൷離ணމ  З
ঐdԨί TQMJOFXJEUI ᇍఖʫ˸ TXJUDIJOHGVODUJPO ࿁ЗঐՌ數ආ行ࡌུdԴ
OPOCPOEQPUFOUJBM ίεʱɿӻ୕ɨdঐආ行更Ϟࣖ率ٙࠇၑ 	ྡ 
 f
͟׵ %/" 兩᜽ਿග൷ "5	ɚଡ଼૫ᒟ
 e (≣$	ɧଡ଼૫ᒟ
 ʱйމ
Å e Å	ྡ 
 d݂ண֛ DVUPGGEJTUBODFÅ d˸ࠇၑ᜽ਿʘග޴
ʝЪ͜力f
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d DJTQMBUJO ၾ NFS ʘᕐٰ %/" ҏ列
E	5$5$$55$5((5$5$55$5$
	((
 ˀᏐd%/" ዢ度  Ǆ . d ၾ
DJTQMBUJO ˢ例  ࣛd 67 іϗΈᗅ ON ஈʘ 5N І Ċ ɨ降Ї
Ċd จу (( ၾ DJT1U((BEEVDU ʘ Ƥ5N މ ĊdϾ %/"
ዢ度ҷ މ  Ǆ . d ၾ D J T Q M B U J O ˢ 例  ࣛd Ƥ5N މ Ċ	ྡ 
 f
І Ǆ. Ї Ǆ. ආ行ɓӻ列ҷᜊዢ度ʘྼ᜕d˸ʫౢجપПၾ͉ྼ᜕
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 ׵ Ǆ. ૢ΁ɨf
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ʘྼ᜕ආ行 )1-$ ၍ݒॱʷӉ᜷ d݂ᅵۜʫўϞ͊ˀᏐҁΌʘ %/"	((

˸ʿˀᏐܝʘ BEEVDU	DJT1U((
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 dˀᏐᅵ
ۜߒމ  ٙ %/" ձ  ٙ DJT1U((BEEVDU הଡ଼ϓdίಯ̘ 
ॱ %/" ʺ๝Ϝᇞʘіϗ࠽ܝ 	ྡ  ලᇞ
 d੻ՑҁΌˀᏐʘ BEEVDU
	DJT1U((
 ʺ๝Ϝᇞ 	ྡ  綠ᇞ
 fϾ͟ˀᏐό̙ПࠇˀᏐ̻ፅ੬數މ
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ॱ %/" ʘ 5N މ Ċd DJT 1 U  ( (   ʘ 5 N މ   Ċ d 兩٫ʘ Ƥ5N
މ Ċ f
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ྡ  ᕐٰ NFSPMJHPOVDMFPUJEFE	$5$5((5$$5
d%/" ዢ度 Ǆ.dॱ %/" ʘ 67
ʺ๝Ϝᇞ	ලᇞ
d%/" ̋ɝ DJTQMBUJO ܃๝ɨˀᏐ  ˂ܝʘ 67 ʺ๝Ϝᇞ	ߎᇞ
dʿߎᇞಯ
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理論ɪඒ᜾ዢ度൳৷d %/" ٙ 5N ͵൳৷dШ %/" ҏ列ڗ度͟ NFS
ಯމ NFS dΪϤ不論݊ॱ %/" א݊ˀᏐܝʘ BEEVDU dޫᎇഹҏ列ڗ
度ಯˇdᕐٰʘගٙ૫ᒟᒟഐ數量ɨ降dϾνཫಂٙdʱකᕐٰהცʘ๝
度͵ɨ降dν ڌ  f


















ڌ  ޴Νዢ度 Ǆ. ɨdDJTQMBUJO ࿁ NFS ʿ NFS ў (( ʘҏ列dהிϓʘ 5N ҷ
ᜊˢ༰f
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參Ͻ #SFTMBVFS ഃɛ࿁ DJTQMBUJO ၾ %/" ˀᏐྼ᜕dՉʕࠠࠅӉ᜷މ̋ɝ
"H/0dԴ DJTQMBUJO ପ͛ "H$M Ӑዠdʑ̙ၾ %/" ટഹආ行΍ᄆᒟഐf್
Ͼ 1U	EBDI
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ආ行ၾ DJTQMBUJO ޴Νૢ΁ྼ᜕ഐ؈ᜑͪd 67 ʺ๝Ϝᇞ
ၾॱ %/" ɓߧd˾ڌ 1U	EBDI
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  ๓ኒމ %.40
׵݊Ңࡁ޼Ӻ 1U	EBDI

Ǆ. ڋ๓ɝ %.40 ʘ 67 ʺ๝ྡᗅ 
	ྡ 
dᜑͪ׵ Ċ ๝度ᇍఖʫd ON ஈϞ QFBL ᎇ๝度ɪʺϾʺ
৷d̻ፅܝۆၪܵߒ  іϗ࠽ 	ྡ  රᇞ
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ࣛdՉ $% تҖᎇഹ๝度 	ྡ 
 ʿࣛග 	ྡ 
 ᜊʷdࡡ΋  e
ON ʘतᅄіϗࢤᎇ๝度ɪʺ 	ࣛගᄣ̋
 d஼နɨ降dᔷމ ON त
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Ǆ. e Ǆ. ཱི͊ձ̬၇ዢ度ʘ Ċ$% Έᗅd׵ ON ʘіϗ
࠽ˢ༰ 	ྡ 
 d࣬ኽ #FFS-BNCFSUMBX dዢ度ၾіϗ࠽я͍ˢd͟Ꮸ量
ᇞʮόપП 1U	EBDI
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๓׵ॱ˥ʕdĊࣛ Ǆ.eǄ.eǄ. ʿཱིձዢ度ʘ$ %
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׵ᇠላ૰ʕ̻ፅܝd๓༆度ߒί Ǆ. ̸̛d 67 ʺ๝ྡᗅі
ϗ࠽ᜊʷ不ɽ 	ྡ 
 d ON іϗ࠽ί  ˸ɨf
޴༰׵ 67 ྡᗅіϗ࠽ᜊʷЭd $% ྡᗅᜊʷঐ౤Զ༰ε༟ৃdΪϤ˥๓
૰狀࿒˴ࠅ˸ $% މ޼Ӻ 1U	EBDI

࿴ۨᜊʷʘ಻量ʈՈf
































































d ON ʘіϗ࠽஼န藍З୅dࡡ΋މࠋ࠽ʘ ON іϗ஼နᔷ
މ͍࠽d̻ፅܝۆၪܵ ON іϗfڗتڗ ON ஈٙіϗ࠽༰ ON













































































































๓׵ॱ˥ʕdމ Ǆ.dڗࣛග̻ፅܝආ行 $% ʺ๝ྼ᜕dON
ʿ ON ΢Ϟɓतᅄіϗࢤf




























๓׵ᇠላ૰ʕ d މ Ǆ. d ڗࣛග̻ፅܝආ行 $% ʺ๝ྼ᜕ d ON ʿ ON
΢Ϟɓतᅄіϗࢤf
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͟ڋ๓ɝ 	ྡ eྡ 











ڋ๓ɝ˥๓૰狀࿒ʘ $% ྡᗅމఊɓ࿴ۨ " dᎇഹࣛග 	๝度

̻ፅܝdᔷމ࿴ۨ # d̻ፅܝ݊щމҁΌٙ࿴ۨ # dאʥϞ࿴ۨ " ಞ
留dϤᓃೌجᆽ֛fШ̙˸ٵ֛ٙ݊d兩၇࿴ۨίڗࣛගܝdึ༺Ց̻ፅd
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๓ኒ ৷іϗࢤ Эіϗࢤ ৷Эіϗࢤتڗࢨ
%.40	ڋ๓
 ON ON ON
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ྼ᜕ഐ؈ᜑͪd˸ %.40 Ъމ๓ኒd 1U	EBDI

׵ 67
ON ஈіϗ࠽ߒމ d若ၾ %/" ૿Υྼ᜕dࢵ׊ึᅂᚤ %/" ׵Ϥ
ஈʘतᅄіϗd˲ %.40 ׵ ON ˸ɨd๓ኒіϗʍᓔཀɽd若˸% . 4 0
૿Υ˥๓૰dуԴ˸ %.40 e ᇠላ૰ˢ例ৣໄd CMBOL іϗ͵ᘌ






ၾ %/" ˀᏐܝʘ 67 ྡᗅіϗ࠽ᜊʷ不ɽd
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ҏ 列dணࠇў "5 ҏ列ʘఊ CJOEJOHTJUF ҏ列
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d࿁ "5SJDI ʘҏ列ପ͛ CJOEJOH ˀᏐf

     E 	 $ ( " 5 $(

ҏ列 E	$("5$(
ॱ %/" ʘ 67 ʺ๝ྼ᜕d Ċ ʘ USBOTJUJPO ˾ڌॱ
%/" ʘ 5N iϾ BEEVDU ٙʺ๝Ϝᇞ׵ Ċ ʘ USBOTJUJPO ɨ降d˾ڌॱ
%/" ዢ度ɨ降d Ċ ஈอ͛ϓ̤ɓ USBOTJUJPO	ྡ 
 dމ BEEVDU ʘ




̸̛͍ٙ͟ᔷࠋ DSPTTPWFS d̙޶̈ E	$("5$(
މ͍੬ᕐٰ #GPSN
%/"
 dॱ %/" ၾ BEEVDU ʺ๝ྡᗅࢨ異不ɽ 	ྡ 
 d׵ ON іϗ
ࢤ̙ঐ˾ڌॱ %/" ಞ留ዢ度d׵ BEEVDU ʺ๝ྡᗅd ƤNEFH ༰ॱ %/"
ˇ 	ڌ 
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Ꮠd׵݊ટഹҢࡁַڗҏ列ٙ "5 ݬd಻༊ E	$""55(
ҏ列dಂૐঐ੻
Ց更λٙ CJOEJOH ࣖ؈f
  40     E 	 $ " " 5 5 (

ҏ列 E	$""55(
ʘ 67 ʿ $% ʺ๝ྼ᜕ഐ؈dॱ %/" ʘ 675N ί
Ċ ˸ɨdᒱೌجᝈ࿀ॱ %/" ʘ USBOTJUJPO dШί Ċ ஈอ͛ϓ
USBOTJUJPO	ྡ 
 d˾ڌνΝ E	$("5$(
ҏ列dމ BEEVDU ʘ 5N f














































































































ˀᏐܝ BEEVDU $% ʺ๝ྡᗅd׵ ON ʘ
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     E 	 $ " " 5 $(55"(

ҏ列 E	$""5$(55"(
ආ行 67 ʺ๝ྼ᜕d಻੻Չ 67 ʘ 5N މ
Ċd 1U	EBDI

ၾ %/" ˀᏐܝٙ BEEVDU ʺ๝Ϝᇞd׵ Ċ ࡡ 5N
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ˀᏐྼ᜕d 67 ʿ $% ʺ๝
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d಻੻ॱ %/" Չ 67 ʘ
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ڌ 
d༰ E	$""5$(55"(
ҏ列來੻ɽd˲ˀᏐܝ BEEVDU ʘ $% ʺ๝ྡ
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༰ॱ %/" ʿՉၾ 1U	EBDI

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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